**MOVING TO U.S. ARMY EUROPE IN A COVID-19 ENVIRONMENT**

We're glad you're coming to U.S Army Europe and want you to be aware of what to expect during your transition in a COVID-19 environment.

The key is to remain FLEXIBLE.

---

**PREPARE FOR TRANSITION**

- Receive Orders & Necessary Exceptions to Policy
- Request a Sponsor: * Soldiers - https://actnow.army.mil
  * Civilians - Through CPAC representative
- Visit U.S. Army Europe Newcomer Page
  www.eur.army.mil/newcomers/
- Visit Garrison Websites for Specific PCS Details

**TRANSPORTATION & ARRIVAL**

1. **Arrival via Patriot Express or Commercial Air**

2. **Single Soldiers destined for barracks will be tested and screened**
   - Soldiers & Civilians with or without families living on or off post will be screened

3. **Quarantine for a minimum of 14 days**
   - Regular screenings
   - Testing as needed
   - Isolate positive cases
   - Sponsors assist with support
   - Complete virtual in-processing

4. **Transition to Permanent Housing**
   - Some members may already be in permanent housing
   - Complete in-processing
   - Sponsors assist with support

*Commercial Air requires Exception to Policy

---

**WELCOME TO U.S. ARMY EUROPE**

Enjoy your tour!

www.eur.army.mil